ASM Branches By Region With Zip Code Boundaries

Region I:
Carol L. Finn,
Regional Planning Coordinator (RPC)
cflinn@comcast.net

Connecticut Valley — Territory includes all zip codes in the states of Connecticut and Rhode Island; Massachusetts zip code areas 01000-01699; and New Hampshire zip code areas 03400-03499 and 03600-03799.

Eastern New York — Territory includes New York zip code areas 12000-12499, 12700-12999 and 13300-13399.

New York City — Territory includes New York zip code areas 09000-11999 and 12500-12699.

Northeast — Territory includes all zip codes in the states of Maine and Vermont; Massachusetts zip code areas 01700-02799 and 05500-05599; and New Hampshire zip code areas 03000-03399, 03500-03599, and 03800-03899.

Region II:
Linda C. Beck,
Regional Planning Coordinator (RPC)
lbeck@jrad.us

Eastern Pennsylvania — Territory includes all zip codes in the state of Delaware; New Jersey zip code areas 08000-08499; and Pennsylvania zip code areas 17000-17199, 17300-17699, and 17800-19699.

Maryland — Territory includes all Maryland zip code areas except 20700-20999.

Theobald Smith Society, New Jersey — Territory encompasses all New Jersey zip code areas except 08000-08499.

Virginia — Territory includes all Virginia zip code areas except 22000-22399.

Washington, DC — Territory includes all zip code areas in the District of Columbia; Maryland zip code areas 20700-20999; and Virginia zip code areas 22000-22399.

Region III:
Merrilee Anderson,
Regional Planning Coordinator (RPC)
manderson@mtaloy.edu

Allegheny — Territory includes all zip codes in the state of West Virginia; and Pennsylvania zip code areas 15000-16999, 17200-17299, and 17700-17799.

Indiana — Territory includes all zip codes in the state of Indiana.

Kentucky-Tennessee — Territory includes all zip codes in the states of Kentucky and Tennessee.

Michigan — Territory includes all zip codes in the state of Michigan.

Ohio — Territory includes all zip codes in the state of Ohio.

Western New York — Territory includes New York zip code areas 14000-14999.
Region IV:

Donald J. McGarey,
Regional Planning Coordinator (RPC)
dmcgarey@kennesaw.edu

Florida — Territory encompasses Florida zip code areas 33000-33499, 33900-34199, and 34900-34999.

North Carolina — Territory includes all zip codes in the state of North Carolina.

Puerto Rico (Puerto Rico Society of Microbiologists) — Territory encompasses the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.

South Carolina — Territory includes all zip codes in the state of South Carolina.

South Central — Territory includes all zip codes in the states of Arkansas, Louisiana, and Mississippi.

Southeastern — Territory includes all zip codes in the states of Alabama and Georgia; and Florida zip code areas 32000-32999, 33500-33899, 34200-34299, 34400-34499 and 34600-34799.

Region V:

Bonnie Jo Bratina,
Regional Planning Coordinator (RPC)
bbratina@uwlax.edu

Alaska — Territory includes all zip codes in the state of Alaska.

Illinois (Illinois Society for Microbiology, Inc.) — Territory includes all zip codes in the state of Illinois.

Missouri — Territory includes all zip codes in the state of Missouri.

North Central — Territory includes all zip code areas in the states of Iowa, Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota, and Wisconsin.

Northwest — Territory encompasses all zip codes in the states of Montana, Oregon, and Washington; Idaho zip code areas 83500-83599 and 83800-83899; and British Columbia.

Region VI:

Stephen Young,
Regional Planning Coordinator (RPC)
Steve.Young@tricore.org

Missouri Valley — Territory includes all zip codes in the states of Kansas, Nebraska, and Oklahoma.

Rio Grande — Territory includes all zip codes in the state of New Mexico; and Texas zip code areas 79800-79999 and 88500-88599.

Rocky Mountain — Territory includes all zip codes in the states of Colorado and Wyoming.

Texas — Territory includes zip codes in the state of Texas excluding 79800-79999 and 88500-88599.

Region VII:

Wendy Wilson,
Regional Planning Coordinator (RPC)
wendy_wilson_fujino@yahoo.com

Arizona/Southern Nevada — Territory includes all zip codes in the state of Arizona; and Nevada 88900-89199.

Hawaii — Territory includes all zip codes in Hawaii.

Intermountain — Territory includes all zip codes in the state of Utah; Nevada zip code areas 89300-89399; and Idaho zip code areas 83200-83499 and 83600-83799.

Northern California — Territory encompasses California zip code areas 93600-96599; and Nevada 89400-89899.

Southern California — Territory encompasses California zip code areas 90000-93599.